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11..  SSeettttiinngg  ffoorr  ssyysstteemm  ooppeerraattiioonn  

1.1. Browser Requirements 

Chome、Firefox、IE8 or above 

1.2. System Login Website 

Login Website for development environment intranet：http://192.168.1.201  

 Huawei Cloud public login website：https://cloud.datacube.hk  

 Formal public login website：http://ts.datacube.hk  

22..  UUsseerr’’ss  GGuuiiddee  

2.1. Platform Management 

Platform Management is for the management of all the users within the company, including user 

list, code list, and product scheme. There will be an administrator account upon successful registration 

for each company. The said administrator account and its password shall be sent to your registered 

e-mail account. Please log into the registered e-mail account for the administrator user log in ID and 

password. 

 

Please enter the system link on the browser and thereafter, the administrator user ID and 

password for entering the administrator interface page of the system as follows: 

https://cloud.datacube.hk/
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Upon successful login, you would be led to the administrator interface as below: 

 

 

2.1.1. User List 

By clicking “system management”, you would be in the main interface page for system 

management which includes the functions for user list, code list and product scheme as indicated 

below :- 

 

All the users including the user name, register email, register time, status (Enable/Disable) and 

linked email etc. will be shown on the user list. Search function with the user name, email address and 

keywords are supported.  
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2.1.2. Code List 

The left side of the code list interface shows the usage status of the code, including the total 

number of permitted user and the remaining user accounts. The right side shows the code user details 

including the status of the code (whether it is used or not, to be registered or has been exported) , 

summary of the register code, the exported time, register time, username, product name, action (Copy 

Code) and exportation register code as indicated below:-  

 

By clicking “Permission” on the left, you will enter the interface page “Assign Permission”, as 

below:  

 

Enter the permission code number and authority as below: 

 

Then click “Add” : 

 

Lately, click “Add More” to finish the whole process :-  
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A new register code is created by clicking “Back to List”, as indicated below: 

 

Copy the register code or export it to the user for registration. 

2.1.3. Product Scheme 

Product scheme consists of the products details that the Company purchased, including 

maximum capacity, user permission number, validity of products, as indicated below:- 
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2.2. Login Platform 

2.2.1. Login 

Enter the system link in the browser, and you will be diverted to the login DataCube Platform as 

below: 

 

For registered user accounts, please enter the user login name or e-mail address and password for 

login, you will be in the BI Canvas interface page. 

 

2.2.2. Registration 

Please click “Register Now” at the bottom if you are a new unregistered user  
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The registration information, including the register code, username, e-mail address, password 

will be required for the registration together with your agreement with the use agreement (by clicking 

the box). The register code is assigned by the administrator. The username shall be unique and be used 

for logging into the user account. The e-mail is for activating the user account, therefore the email 

address inserted therein shall be valid. The password is for log in purpose.  
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Enter the registration information and click “Register Now”:  
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Registration success interface page 

There will be an activation e-mail received in your registered e-mail address. The user account 

will be activated by clicking the link as shown in the e-mail: 

 

邮件接收界面 

 

You may log in to the newly registered user account by clicking “Back to Login”. If you log in 

with an inactive new account, you will be asked to enter you e-mail address for sending the activation 

e-mail again as indicated below: 
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 The log in procedures will be the same as the other users if the account is activated, you would 

be diverted to the BI Canvas interface page as indicated below: 

 

2.2.3. Forget Password 

Users who forgot their passwords can retrieve the same by clicking the “Forget password?” on 

the login page as indicated below:  
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Upon clicking “Forget password”, please enter the e-mail information of the registered account 

to receive the link for resetting the password. 
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Upon sending the e-mail successfully:  

 

An e-mail for resetting password will be received: 

 

Click on the link in the e-mail:  
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Enter the new password and click “Confirm” to reset the password. 

 

2.3. System Management 

2.3.1. Change Language 

Click on the language icon on the right corner of the log in page to change the 

language to Chinese or English. 

 

 You may change the language after logging into the page successfully with the 

language icon on the right corner on the page after successful log in. 
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2.3.2. Log Out 

Upon successful log in, click the “User” icon on the top right hand corner 

and click the “Log out” button. 

 

2.3.3. Reset Password 

Upon successful log in, click the “User” icon on the top right hand corner 

and click the “Reset Password” button.  

 

To amend the password, please enter the old and new password: 
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2.4. Project Management 

2.4.1. New Project 

Upon successful log in, click “BI System” to enter the page for new 

project:

 

There are two ways to create a new project, one is manually and the other is to create with 

format. 

To manually create a project, you may tailor-made the canvas and dashboard by clicking “ Create  

Manually”: 

 

 

Enter the name of the project, click “Add file” to upload local files then click “Select” to start 
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upload. 

 

Click “Project Data” to enter the page for data preview:  

 

Click “Upload Data” to enter the Project Data to choose the required canvas type:- 

 

By selecting a template, you automatically choose the dashboard as set. You may manually revise 

the same. Please click “Select a template”: 

 

Click “Download a data format”, then click “Start Create” and the operation thereafter is the 

same as to create a project manually except that the file name upload shall be the same as the template 

you downloaded and upon upload, it is not required to choose the canvas type as the system will 

automatically generate the canvas and dashboard of such template. 

 

2.4.2. Review of Project List 

Upload successful log in, click “BI project” to enter the project list 
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page:

 

User can search in the project list page with project name and sort the same with 

the time. 

By Scrolling down the page, more projects will be loaded automatically. 

2.4.3. Details of Project List 

 

Each item of the project list is displayed in the order from top to bottom: project 

name,document uploaded (data modified), canvas type, project members, modified 

time, created time. 

You may cancel the operation of the project by clicking the “Delete” button 

at the bottom right corner. 

2.4.4. Revision of Project name 

You may change the project name by clicking the edit button “ ” next to the project name，

thereafter, please click “Confirm”. 
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2.4.5. Assigning Project members 

To assign permissions to the project members, you may click the button 

“ ”next to each member: 

 

 

2.4.6. Delete Project 

To delete the operation of a project, please click the “ ” button at the bottom right 

corner: 

 

2.5. Project Document 

2.5.1. Type of Data 

There are two main categories of all the features in the documents, including classification 
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feature and numerical feature。 

 There are specific dimensions for classification feature, and are not statistically meaningful in 

numerical values. 

 Numerical features have statistical significance with total number, median and average number.  

 

 The characteristics of classification feature and numerical feature include the following data 

types： 

⚫  Classification features 

◼ String 

◼ Date and Time: Support classification according to 

year/quarter/month/day/yearmonth/yearmonthday/yearquarter/hour/minutes/seco

nds. 

◼ Bin：Generated by numerical features 

◼ Location：Geographical location features 

⚫  Numerical features 

◼ Integer 

◼ Float 

2.5.2. Files Upload 

Ways to upload files include upload from local files, database and from previous files, as 

illustrated below: 
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Uploading local files include CSV files and Excel files. CSV files can set the file encoding, 

separator etc.  

 

Uploading previous files only requires clicking the name of previous files , you may delete the 

operation of previous file as well. 

 

To upload from database, enter the information of the database and customise the SQL to the 

data table as the data source as illustrated below: 

 

2.5.3. Data Preview 

After the file has been upload, click  button to preview the data operation as 

shown below: 
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To “change data type” of each item of the data, click the modify data and the data type.  

 

Click “Upload Data” and you will enter the canvas page. 

2.5.4. Update Data 

Upload completion of upload, click on the page to update the data on the 

data source of the project. Data update include adding data (based on the existing data), replace data 

(replacing the previous data with new files). 

 

The files with data replaced include the list for existing data and also include extra list. 

The list names of the files added must be the same with the existing data, yet the sequence can be 

different. 

2.6. Operation of Canvas 

2.6.1. Canvas Details 

Upon upload of files, you may choose the canvas types. After establishing the canvas 

successfully, you will enter the canvas page as show below: 
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From the left to right of the page, There are the buttons for changing the page from 

“Dashboard” to “Canvas” , “Canvas Type and name” ‘+’which is for adding new canvas,  

Standard” , “Width Adjustment”, “Height Adjustment” “Complete Picture” , for copying the 

current canvas；  for save； for entering the project list； for current user. 

From the left to right of the bottom of the page: feature list, canvas details, display bar for the 

canvas. Feature list is divided into: classification feature and numerical feature. Below feature list, 

there are filter operation and function entry for feature operation. Canvas details include canvas 

elements (list, color and label), canvas title, canvas diagrams. The canvas display bar on the right 

includes filter, diagram templates, text style settings etc.  

2.6.2. Canvas Elements 

The canvas chart can be drawn by selecting the feature from the feature list on the left side and 

dragging it into the canvas element on the right side. The selected feature displays the background 

color, the classification feature is displayed in green, and the numerical feature is displayed in blue as 

shown below: 
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There is right drop box for each feature capsule and there is a “Remove” button for each drop 

box which you may remove the canvas feature (or you may remove the feature by dragging and 

dropping it), as shown below:  

 

 

You may amend the font style, aggregate function, number format and remove operation by 

clicking the label numerical feature drop box, as shown below： 
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1、 For the Font of Tags, you may amend the font size, spacing, line, font style, centering format, 

font color etc, as shown below.  

 

2、 The system supports the following aggregation functions for numerical features, as shown 

below: 

➢ SUM: Sum 

➢ AVG：Average value 

➢ MEDIAN: Median 

➢ MODE：Mode 

➢ MAX：Maximum value 

➢ MIN： Minimum value 

➢ PERCENTILE:  Percentile 

➢ VAR：Sample Variance 
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➢ VARP：Overall variance 

➢ STDEV：Sample standard deviation 

➢ STDEVP：Overall standard deviation 

➢ Count：Amount 

➢ CountD：Dimension (Deweighting) 

 

3、Number format is further divided to：Standard number format, percentage, currency format.It 

will be set as standard format by default, you may click to change the format. You may also set 

the numerical display to three decimal places. 

Standard format: you may set the decimal places, negative values, unit, prefix/suffix of the 

numbers, as shown below:- 
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Percentage：You may set the decimal places, negative values, prefix/suffix of the percentage, as 

shown below:： 

 

Currency format：You may set the locale, decimal places, negative values, unit and prefix/suffix 

of the currency, as shown below:  
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2.6.3. Canvas Filter 

User can specify the filter that was previously created, the filters are divided into two main 

types: classification feature filters and numerical feature filters. 

In the feature list on the left side of the canvas page, select the specified feature to the filter 

input box below the feature list, as shown below: 
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Classification feature filter can be a forward filter (selecting multiple values), it can slso be a 

reverse filter (excluding multiple values). The default will be of forward filter, as follows:- 
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There is only forward filter function for numerical value filter. User can set and amend the 

minimum and maximum value of the filter as below:- 

 

By clicking , users can edit at most three filters, as illustrated below： 

 

The filter supports various linked canvas, that means only one filter is needed for a few linked 

canvas. When there is any change in the filter, it will affect all the canvas. The filter list indicates all 

the filters of the same project, if the linked logo on the right turns blue, this indicates that the filter is 

already linked to the current canvas, you may click the blue logo to unlink the same. If the logo is grey, 
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you may lick the grey logo for linked operation, as illustrated below: 

 

The default name of the filter is the name of the feature, you may rename it by clicking the edit 

button on the right side of the filter name, as illustrated below: 

 

2.6.4. Operation of Canvas Features 

Feature operation means amending certain features, mainly divided into two categories: data 

filing and type conversion. 

 

In the feature list on the left side of the canvas page, select the specified feature to the feature 

operation input box below the feature list, as illustrated below: 
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1、string operation： 

（1）numerical change for string： 

 

（2）time variable change for string： 
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（3）Geocoding change for string: 

 

（4）Data Filing for string： 

 

Numerical operations: 

（1） Numeric value for string： 

 

（2） Numeric change for section： 
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（3） Numeric change for geocoding： 

 

（4） Numeric change for data filling： 

 

Floating points operations：the operation is similar to that of the numeric value, iust one more 

floating point to integer 

（1） Floating point to integer： 
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2.7. Canvas Type 

2.7.1. Form 

The system supports generating the form by specifying the following attributes: 

➢ Row: Specify 0/1 to N classification features or a combination of N classification 

features and N numerical features (only if the column has no numerical features) 

➢ Column: Specify 0/1 to N classification features or a combination of N classification 

features and N numerical features (only if the row has no numerical features) 

➢ Color: only 0/1 numerical features 

➢ Label: Specify 1 to N numerical characteristics 

➢ There are four elements of the table, which are two headers (rows, columns), colors, and 

table cell contents (labels), as illustrated below:- 

 

Tags can only be numeric features, and the number of features is 0 to N. You can click ‘Add’ to 

continue to add numerical features, as illustrated below： 
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You can click the three black dots on the right side of the page to edit the table settings to 

beautify the table, as illustrated below: 

 

（1） Restrictions on the form 
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（2）  Color can only be a numerical feature 

（3） The label is required and can only be a numerical feature. 

 

2.7.2. Histogram 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate a histogram： 

➢ Column：Specify 1 to N classification features 

➢ Line: Specify 1 to N classification features or numerical features, at least one numerical 

feature, support second-level numerical feature capsule 

➢ Color：0 to 1 classification feature or numeric feature can be specified for each last-level 

numeric feature of the row 

➢ Label: For each last-level numeric feature of the row, 0 to N numeric features and up to 1 

categorical feature can be specified, and its value is displayed on the column. If there is a 

classification feature, it must be consistent with the classification feature of the color. 

When the color has no classification feature, the label cannot drag the classification feature; 

when the color has the classification feature, the label can drag the classification feature 

consistent with the color. If the color classification feature is removed, the label 

classification feature will also be removed. 

 

There are four elements for histograms: Column, row, label and color, column and row are 

required, as shown below: 

 

Columns can only be classification features; row can be classification features and numerical 

features, but there shall at least be one numerical features; Color can be of classification features or 

numerical features but only one classification can be dragged in. Label can be dragged with more 

than one numerical features and one classification features. The classification features must be the 

same with Color. Histogram can add color and label features to each numerical feature that appears 
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in the row, as shown below: 

 

After adding the set color and label, you can click the button next to hide the input box of 

color and label. 

 

After hiding the color and label input boxes, you can expand the display by clicking the small 

logo on the right，  is to expand labels，  is to expand color， is to expand color and label 

at the same time. 

You can modify the aggregation function of the feature by clicking the inverted triangle to the 

right of the numeric feature in the row of the histogram. The aggregate functions are: total, average, 

median, mode, maximum, minimum, quantile, sample Variance, population variance, sample standard 

variance, quantity, dimension (deduplication), as shown below： 
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In addition, the histogram can create a large capsule of combined features: through the numerical 

feature on the right of the row, the inverted triangle "Create combined” button, as shown below: 

 

The large capsule will appear after clicking, as shown below: 
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Then, you can continue adding numerical features to the space area on the right side of the large 

capsule, as below: 

 

Meanwhile, you can also continue adding features through the inverted triangular button at the 

right side of the large capsule, as shown below: 

 
After clicking, continue to add features, as shown below: 

 

The results of adding features are as below: 
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Besides, you may click the three little dots on the right of the page to edit the canvas chart and 

form, as shown below: 

 

After clicking, the navigation bar of the elements that can be modified is displayed, including: 

canvas format, filter, color, size, text, as shown below: 

 

The canvas format includes coordinate axis style modification, grid line style modification, and 

scale modification, as shown below: 
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You can modify the column color by clicking the color legend on the right, or you can switch to 

apply the color template, as shown below: 
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Click ‘S’ directly to expand and modify the color palette corresponding to the Embarke 

classification feature value S, as follows: 

 
Switching the application template: directly click on the ‘application swatch’ to pop up the 

registration template pop-up box. On the dialog box, you can switch the entire color template, or you 

can modify the color of a certain value individually, and then click ‘OK’, as shown below: 

 

The size of the bar in histogram can be changed by moving the “size” bar on the right, as shown 
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below: 

 

Conditional restrictions for histograms: 

(1) Columns can only be classification features; 

(2) The row must have at least one numerical features; 

(3) The color and label of each numerical feature of the row: when the color is not the 

classification feature, the label cannot be dragged in the classification feature; when the color is the 

classification feature, the label can be dragged in the classification feature which shall be consistent 

with the color; if the color classification feature is removed , the label classification features will also 

be removed. 

2.7.3. Bar Chart 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate a bar chart: 

➢ Column: Specify 1 to N classification features or numerical features, at least one numerical 

feature, support second-level numerical feature capsule 

➢ Row: Specify 1 to N classification features 

➢ Color: each last level numerical feature of the column can specify 0 to 1 classification 

feature or numerical feature 

➢ Label: each last level numerical feature of the column can specify 0 to N numerical features 

and at most 1 classification feature, and display its value on the bar If there is a 

classification feature, it must be consistent with the classification feature of the color. 

When the color has no classification feature, the label cannot drag the classification feature; 

when the color has the classification feature, the label can drag the classification feature 

consistent with the color. If the color classification feature is removed, the label 

classification feature will also be removed. 

The bar chart is similar to the histogram, except that the columns and rows of the two are 

exchanged. There are four elements in the bar chart: columns, rows, labels, and colors. Among them, 

the columns and rows are required, as shown in the following figure: 
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The bar chart separately adds color and label features to each numerical feature that appears in 

the column, as shown below: 

 

In addition, the other functions of the bar chart are similar to histogram, except that the columns 

and rows of the two are exchanged. 

Bar chart conditions: 

(1) Row can only be classification features; 

(2) Column must have at least one numerical features; 

(3) The color and label of each numerical feature of the column: when the color is not the 

classification feature, the label cannot drag the classification feature; when the color is the 

classification feature, the label can drag the classification feature consistent with the color; if the color 

classification feature is removed , Then the label classification features will also be removed. 

2.7.4. Line Chart 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate line chart： 

➢ Column: Specify 1 to N classification features 

➢ Row：Specify 1 to N classification features or numerical features, at least one numerical 
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feature, support second-level numerical feature capsule 

➢ Color: each end-level numerical feature of the row can be assigned 0 to 1 classification 

feature 

➢  Label: Each last-level numerical feature of the row can specify 0 to N numerical features 

and at most 1 classification feature, and display its value on the line. If there is a 

classification feature, it must be consistent with the classification feature of the color. 

When the color has no classification feature, the label cannot drag the classification feature; 

when the color right classification feature, the label can drag the classification feature 

consistent with the color. Then the label classification features will also be removed. 

 

There are four elements of the line chart: columns, rows, labels, colors, of which columns and rows 

are required, as shown below： 

 

The line graph separately adds color and label features to each numerical feature that appears in 

the row, as shown below: 

 

You can modify the shape of the data on the line by modifying the shape of the point on the right, 

as shown below: 
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In addition, the other functions of the line chart are similar to the histogram, the difference is the 

shape of the two , hence the explanation is not repeated herein. 

Limitations of line chart: 

(1) Columns can only be classification features; 

(2) The row must have at least one numerical features; 

(3) The color and label of each numerical feature of the row: when the color is not the 

classification feature, the label cannot be dragged in the classification feature; when the color is the 

classification feature, the label can be dragged in the classification feature, which is consistent with 

the color, if the color classification feature is removed , the label classification feature will also be 

removed. 

2.7.5. Combination Chart 

The combination chart displays the histogram and line chart together. The system supports the 

specification of the following attributes to generate combination chart： 

 

➢ Column：Specify 1 to N classification features 

➢ Row：Specify 0 to N classification features, 1 to N numerical features, the numerical 

features support second-level capsules, each last-level numerical feature capsule must 

specify whether to draw a column or a line 

➢ Color：Each last-level numerical feature of the row can specify 0 to 1 classification features。 

➢ Label：Each last-level numerical feature of the row can specify 0 to 1 classification feature 

or 0 to N numerical feature. If there is a classification feature, it must be consistent with 

the classification feature of its color. When the color has no classification feature, the label 

cannot be dragged in the classification feature; when the color is a classification feature, 
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the label can be dragged in the classification feature consistent with the color. If the color 

classification feature is removed, the label classification features will also be removed. 

 

Combination Chart is a combination of histogram and line chart. It is default to be histogram on left 

and line chart on the right. It is also default to have a large capsule. It is only required to drag the 

feature in the large capsule, as shown below:  

 

The result is as shown below:  

 

Column can only be of classification feature; row can be of classification feature or numerical 

feature, but there shall be at least one numerical feature. Color can be of classification or numerical 

feature but only one feature can be dragged in. Label can be of more than one numerical feature and 

one classification feature which shall be the same as the “color”. The combination chart separately 

adds color and label features to each numerical feature that appears in the row. There is a button in 

each feature color input box to modify the display shape type of the feature is ‘histogram’ or ‘line’, as 
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shown below： 

 

Besides, other functions of combination chart is similar to histogram, hence are not repeated inthis 

section. 

 

Conditional limitations of combination charts: 

(1) Columns can only be classification features; 

(2) The row must have at least one numerical features; 

(3) Color does not support numerical features; 

(4) The color and label of each numerical feature of the row: when the color is not the classification 

feature, the label cannot not be dragged in the classification feature; when the color is the 

classification feature, the label can be dragged in the classification feature with the color 

consistency , the label classification features will also be removed. 

2.7.6. Pie Chart 

The system supports specification of the following attributes to generate a pie chart: 

➢ Color：Specify 0 to 1 classification features or numerical features 

➢ Size：Specify 1 numerical feature  

➢ Label：Specify 0 to N numerical features and 0 to 1 classification features 

Pie chart got three elements: color, size and label, as shown below: 

 
 

Label can choose to display percentage： 
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Pie chart shape can be set on the right side of the page： 
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Restrictions on pie chart： 

(1) There must be a size, and the size can only be a numerical feature; 

(2) The number of classification features of a label can only be one; 

2.7.7. Bubble Chart 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate bubble charts: 

➢ Color：Specify 0 to 1 classification features or numerical features 

➢ Size：Specify 1 numerical feature 

➢ Label：Specify 0 to N numerical features and 0 to 1 categorical features 

 

There are three elements for bubble chart: Color, size and label, where size is essential and can only 

be numerical features, as shown below: 

 

 Among which, the size is required and can only be the right side of the numerical feature bubble 

chart. You can switch the sorting order of bubbles. The order from inside to outside is default from 

large to small, style 1 is random, and style 2 is from small to large, as shown below : 

 

Style 1 (random)： 
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Style 2（From small to large）： 

 

 

Restrictions on bubble chart: 

(1) There must be a size, and the size can only be a numerical feature; 

(2) The number of classification features of a label can only be one; 

2.7.8. Map 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate maps 

➢ Location: Specify one of the following characteristics 

◼ Specify latitude and longitude: 2 floating point features 

◼ China area code: 1 area code geographical feature 

◼ China postal code: 1 geographical feature of postal code 

◼ China area code: 1 area code geographical feature 

◼ Names of provinces, cities and counties in China: 1 to 3 characters 

➢ Size：Specify 0 to 1 numerical features  

➢ Color： Specify 0 to 1 numerical features 

➢ Label：Specify 0 to N numerical features or 0 to 1 location features 
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There are four elements of the map: location features, colors, sizes, and labels; there are four 

location features: provinces, cities, counties, area codes, zip codes, latitude and longitude, as shown 

below: 

 

Provinces, cities and counties: Only geographical features of provinces, cities and counties can 

be dragged, in, as shown below: 

 

Latitude and longitude: You can only drag two numerical features in as longitude and latitude, as 

shown below: 

 

  

Map restrictions: 

(1) Location type: only the characteristics or latitude and longitude of the location type; 
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(2) Color: can only be numerical features; 

(3) Size: can only be a numerical feature; 

(4) Label: can only be numerical features and position types; 

(5) At least one numerical features exists in color, size and label. 

2.7.9. Scatter Plots 

The system supports the specification of the following attributes to generate a scatterplot: 

➢ Column: 1 numerical feature 

➢ Row：1 numerical feature 

➢ Color：Specify 0 to 1 classification features or numerical features 

➢ Size：Specify 0 to 1 numerical features 

➢ Label：Specify 0 to N classification  

There are five elements of a scatter plot: columns, rows, colors, sizes, and labels, as shown 

below: 

 
Restrictions on scatter charts: 

(1) A row can only be a numerical feature; 

(2) The column can only be a numerical feature; 

(3) The size can only be a numerical feature. 

2.8. Dashboard Management 

The dashboard is where the user arranges the canvas layout, which is generally used for printing. 

 Users can create multiple panels in a project. 

On the upper left of the canvas page, you can switch between the canvas page and the display 

 page, as shown below: 
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Then enter the dashboard page, the first time you enter the dahsboard page, a box will pop out to 

create the display board, as shown below: 

 

Select ‘Present’ and set the board information, then click ‘OK’ to create a new board, as 

shown below: 
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Then drag the canvas progress board from the canvas list on the left, as shown below: 

 

2.8.1. Elements 

The elements that can appear in the dashboard include: background, title, canvas, filter, legend, 

text box. 
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2.8.2. Layout 

The elements of the dashboard support two layouts: 展板的元素支持两类布局：fixed layout 

(only for canvas) and floating layout, as shown below:- 

 

The board supports fixed layout of the canvas. The system presets some common canvas layouts. 

The user selects a preset layout to implement automatic rearrangement of the canvas. There are 

also different layouts of panels according to the number of canvase as shown below: 

 

 
Whether it is a fixed layout or a floating layout, users can scale the size of the display panel as 

follows:

 

The dashboard supports floating layout for elements such as titles, filters, legends, text boxes, 

and pictures. You may drag, zoom in, zoom out and other operations to achieve any layout. 

You can enter the coordinates and width and height of the upper left corner of the element for 

detailed positioning and zooming. 

You can manually convert a certain canvas into a floating layout independently, so that it can 

freely position and zoom in and out. 

When the elements in the display board overlap, the relationship between the upper and lower 

layers determines who is up and who is down. 

The bottom layer is the background, the penultimate layer is the fixed layout canvas, the 

penultimate layer is the floating layout canvas, and the other layers above are other floating 

elements, such as titles, filters, legends, text boxes, and pictures. 

If the floating element is selected and moved, it is always at the top of the layer. 

The layer does not support setting transparency. 

2.8.3. Background 

You can specify the color of the background, or you can use a picture as the background. By 

default, white is used as the background. 
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When creating a new display panel, you can set the background transparency, color, and color 

template as shown below: 

 

It can also be modified in the display panel settings as shown below: 
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2.8.4. Dashboard Title 

You can set the content of the title and the line, size, spacing, line spacing, word alignment, title 

frame position, inner and outer borders of the title. The default position of the title is directly 

above. Click the banner title to modify and set the title style, as shown below: 
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2.8.5. Dashboard Canvas 

There is a 'Canvas List' in the navigation bar on the left side of the board page, as shown below: 

 

The canvas in the dashboard panel can be deleted by the 'Remove' button on the right of the 

canvas list. 

After creating a new fixed-layout panel, you can replace the canvas with the panel, and drag the 

new canvas directly to the old canvas on the panel to replace it. 

In the exhibition board, the canvas appears as a whole. You can adjust the ratio of adjacent 
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canvases. If you need to change the details of the canvas, you need to go back to the canvas page 

to modify it. 

 

2.8.6. Filter 

There are two types of filters in the dashboard: canvas filters and interactive filters. Canvas 

filters refer to all filters created on the canvas; interactive filters refer to interactive filters created 

on the board. 

By default, all the canvas filters are listed on the left side of the dashboard, including 

independent filters and associated filters. Canvas filters can be edited and modified on the 

dashboard as shown below: 

 

Click the interaction in the filter on the left side of the dashboard to establish the 

interactive connection between different canvases in the dashboard , as shown below: 

 

 An interaction consists of a source canvas and a target canvas. First click the source canvas, then 

click the target canvas, and you can specify which features of the source canvas are associated with 

which features of the target canvas. By default, the source canvas data All the classification features of 

points are linked to the target canvas as shown below: 
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 Realize the interactive filter effect: by clicking on the area where a data point in the source 

canvas is located, and then the classification feature value of the data point will be used as the filter 

condition to affect the statistical result of the target canvas, such as（canvas1:C、male→canvas2: C、

male）： 

 

 When you click on a blank area of the source canvas, the filter conditions of its associated filters 

will be invalidated (change to select all). 

The main difference between the interactive filter and the canvas filter (including the independent 

filter and the associated filter) that appeared earlier is that: 

• Interactive filter only filters categorical features 

• An interactive filter may contain multiple features, that is, a canvas may inject multiple 

filtering conditions into other canvases 

• The interactive filter does not appear on the canvas page, that is, the interactive filter does 

not belong to a specific canvas 

• The canvas filter may be masked in the dashboard. When the interactive filter conflicts with 

a canvas filter (that is, filters the same feature), the canvas filter is masked, and the canvas 

filter does not appear temporarily in the dashboard. If the interaction is deleted, then the 

canvas filter will reappear 

• The dashboard legend displays interactive filters and unfiltered canvas filters by default 
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2.8.7. Template 

By default, the dashboard lists the legends of all canvases on the far right. 

You can drag and drop a single legend to any position on the board.。 

 

2.8.8. Textbox 

You can insert a text box anywhere on the dashboard. 

You can edit the text box: line, size, and spacing. 

Click on the text box in editing, a text box will appear above the canvas of the panel, and then 

click on the text box to edit and set the text box style, as shown below: 

 

2.8.9. Export Data 

The dashboard supports exporting data and saving charts, as follows: 
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You can choose the picture format to save the chart, as follows: 

 

Export data can choose which canvas data to export, the data is divided into canvas data and 

original data, as follows: 

 

2.8.10. Story 

The dashboard supports story mode. The story mode is to display the time point of the 

dashboard. 
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You must have a time feature in the project to create a story. If there is no time feature, you will 

be prompted to return to the canvas to add the time feature first, as shown below: 

 

After adding the time feature, the time feature will appear in the time point list, then select the 

format of the time point, select the specific time point, and click ‘Start to create’, as follows: 
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Result as follows： 

 

Switching the time point can display the dashboard at the corresponding time point as follows: 

 
You can delete the time point or modify the time point and click "Refresh Storyline" to take 

effect. 


